January 10, 2021
Sav Dhaliwal, Board Chair,
Linda Buchanan, Vice Chair &
Board Directors
Metro Vancouver Regional District
By Email
Dear Chair, Vice-Chair & Directors:

PROTECTING SOUTH CAMPBELL HEIGHTS RURAL DESIGNATION
CURBING LOCAL, REGIONAL & PROVINCIAL CONGESTION, CARBON, COSTS & CLIMATE RISKS
I am urging you to oppose the redesignation of South Campbell Heights from Rural to Employment lands.
Industrial and employment land development is important. Fortunately, there are solutions. South Campbell
Heights redevelopment is not a solution. It is a problem.
This decision is not about the autonomy of a single municipality in the region. This decision has significant
implications beyond municipal boundaries, impacting people and businesses socially, financially and
ecologically in the Semiahmoo First Nation, every municipality across Metro Vancouver and also the province
of British Columbia.
In the wake of unprecedented, multi-billion dollar disasters, Metro Vancouver municipalities and the Province
must ask themselves if they desire sub-standard development agendas that exacerbate a matrix of problems
or if they wish to genuinely join the ranks of world class cities pursuing innovative development agendas that
help solve complex issues.

Regional and Provincial Impacts
The redesignation of South Campbell Heights from rural to industrial is inconsistent with the current and
proposed Regional Growth Strategy, Surrey-Langley SkyTrain commitments to TransLink and municipalities in
the region and the Metro Climate 2050/Clean Air Plan. The decision would have following implications:
•
•

Removing forest and permeable surface area, increasing downstream flood risk to the Semiahmoo
First Nation community, increasing risk to life, property and infrastructure.
Redirecting planning and permitting energy in the City of Surrey away from regional policy imperatives
to manage congestion and efficiently deliver transit services a) establishing Surrey City Centre as major
regional business district and b) focussing growth in the Surrey Langley SkyTrain corridor. Despite the
fastest growth in the region, Surrey is not meeting its City Centre growth targets due to the volume of
residential and employment growth in South Surrey. Planning and permitting growth in South
Campbell Heights would undermine both these priorities, putting upwards pressure on transit fares
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•
•

and downwards pressure on TransLink revenue that will impact pocket books and transportation
service across the entire region.
Increasing congestion in every quadrant of the region by establishing a peripheral employment
destination that is not and cannot be effectively served by transit.
Adding another significant driver of GHG growth, notably transportation GHGs but also terrestrial
carbon emissions, undermining the prospect of meeting Metro Vancouver and Provincial greenhouse
gas emission reduction targets.

Untapped Industrial & Employment Land Solutions
The need for industrial and employment land is real. There are, fortunately, a range of solutions for creating
this land with much higher cost-benefit ratios to all businesses and taxpayers and current and future
generations across the region. These solutions include protecting and intensifying use of existing industrial
and employment lands.
Across the East and West Coast U.S.––including competing ports––and in Europe and Asia, cities are growing
up. Multi-storey warehouses are being built in strategic locations with good access to transit and bike
infrastructure, as well as road and rail infrastructure. Surrey and Metro Vancouver can grow up, too!
Converting a dwindling supply of ecologically-significant land with wide-ranging negative social, financial and
economic implications for the entire region is simply too high a price.

Semiahmoo and Provincial Government Implications
The implications of this decision are beyond just the municipalities in the region. I’m, therefore, cc’ing elected
officials in Semiahmoo First Nation and the Province.
As well as opposing this land redesignation, I also urge you to advance meaningful efforts to secure industrial
land and exploit your land use planning authority to reduce vulnerability to climate impacts versus increase,
and move further towards vs further away from your 2030 climate targets.
Respectfully,

Alex Boston
Executive Director, Renewable Cities
Fellow, Morris J. Wosk Centre for Dialogue
Simon Fraser University
Encl.

South Campbell Heights Redesignation Briefing: Sub-Standard Solution with High Risks & Costs &
Low Benefits for Metro & BC

c.c.

Chief Harley Chappell, Semiahmoo First Nation
Honourable Mike Farnworth, Minister of Public Safety
Honourable George Heyman, Minister of Environment & Climate Change Strategy & TransLink
Honourable Bowinn Ma, Minister of State for Infrastructure
Honourable Jose Osborne, Minister of Municipal Affairs
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SOUTH CAMPBELL HEIGHTS REDESIGNATION BRIEFING
HIGH BENEFIT SOLUTIONS DISPLACED FOR HIGH COST PROBLEMS FOR METRO & BC
High Cost Problems
Semiahmoo First Nation Population, Property & Infrastructure Flood Risk
The extensive removal of trees and permeable surface areas surrounding little Campbell River will have a wide
range of consequences. As well as further compromising an at-risk salmon population, it will increase surface
run off, elevating erosion and flood risk downstream to the Semiahmoo First Nation community. Erosion and
flood risk consequences will be most acute during an intense rain episode in tandem with other conditions:
saturated soils, a king tide and a high intensity south-west wind event. These combined risk factors are similar
to the convergence of factor that drove the large flooding events in Sumas Prairie.
Some of these risks are steadily rising, specifically the frequency and intensity of extreme rain and wind events
and king tide levels. The Little Campbell River estuary and surrounding area, including the Semiahmoo First
Nation community is already projected to be at risk of inundation by 2050. The removal of trees and
permeable surface areas upstream almost invariably exacerbates risks to life, property and infrastructure and
alters timelines and strategies for adaptation.
These combined risk factors have not been studied in any depth. Redesignating this land without such analysis
is a gross oversight with potentially serious implications.
Regional and Provincial Implications
The redesignation of South Campbell Heights from rural to industrial/employment lands has regional
consequences. As well as risks to Semiahmoo First Nation, a major flooding event, would have significant
resource implications on other institutions in the region and the province.

Removing more tress and permeable surface area in the upper Little Campbell River Valley will increase flood risk
downstream in the estuary, interfacing the Semiahmoo First Nations.
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RGS & TransLink Policy Failure: Upwards Pressure on Fares, Downwards Pressure on Service
Metro Vancouver municipalities have a well-established priority to make Surrey City Centre the region’s
second major business district. A key part of the rationale for this commitment is reducing congestion and cost
effectively delivering efficient transit services across the region.
Despite the region’s fastest growth rate, the City of Surrey has been unable to meet its growth targets for
Surrey City Centre due to its emphasis on employment and residential growth in South Surrey beyond City
Centre and transit corridors. The rapid growth in areas that are not and cannot be very effectively transitsupported contributes to bottlenecks in every planning area of Metro Vancouver.
The City of Surrey has accepted Supportive Policy Agreement commitments with TransLink and been entrusted
by other municipalities in the region to focus significant growth along Fraser Higher to justify the $3 billion
Surrey Langley SkyTrain project. In fact, an important part of the rationale for Surrey Langley SkyTrain was to
prevent further sprawl, completely at odds with the expansion of the urban containment boundary of South
Campbell Heights. TransLink does not forecast Surrey Langley SkyTrain to ever generate enough revenue to
even pay simply the operational costs because of inadequate jobs and residents in the corridor, underscoring
the weak business case for the project.
Regional Implications
Opening up a large greenfield for development in South Surrey will divert growth from Surrey City Centre and
Surrey-Langley-SkyTrain corridor, compromising farebox revenue, putting upwards pressure on fares and
downwards pressure on services for every municipality in the region, and also intensify the growing congestion
for every municipality in the region from widely distributed development.

Metro Vancouver Climate 2050 Implications
Metro Vancouver has adopted the minimum commitments to defensibly accept its responsibility to take
action on climate change: 45% emission reductions by 2030 and carbon neutral by 2050. The Clean Air Plan
adopted this summer and the various sectoral Road Maps have made some progress but are inadequate to
meet 2030 and 2050 targets, notably the new target for 65% GHG reductions in personal transportation by
2030.
Most significantly, there is inadequate strategy development on personal and freight transportation.
Transportation emissions have grown close to 20% relative to Metro Vancouver’s original base year (and the
provincial base year) of 2007. A significant driver for transportation emission growth is distributed
development. Vehicle stock is growing at dramatically higher rates than the population.
Sustainable land use is, moreover, the lowest cost climate action strategy wedge. As the OECD and the Global
Commission on Climate and Economy have underscored, sustainable land use is a negative cost, i.e., a money
maker!
Focusing growth along transit corridors and around rapid transit stations cuts congestion and puts riders and
revenue into TransLink. Supportive land use can extend improved traffic flow with billion-dollar bridge and
highway expansions for decades, delaying (sometimes permanently) further costly expansion. Sustainable land
use can cut transportation spending—the largest household expenditure after housing. Sustainable land use
can dramatically reduce the magnitude of losses to private and public property.
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The IPCC underscores the value of the sustainable land use:
Thousands of cities are undertaking climate action plans, but their aggregate impact
on urban emissions is uncertain... Current climate action plans focus largely on energy efficiency. Fewer
climate action plans consider land-use planning...
Effective mitigation strategies involve packages of mutually reinforcing policies, including co-locating high
residential with high employment densities,
achieving high diversity and integration of land uses,
increasing accessibility and investing in public transport...
IPCC, Assessment Report 5, Mitigation Working Group, 2014
effective urban planning can reduce GHG emissions
from urban transport between 20% and 50%.
IPCC, 1.5°C Report, 2018
Moreover, in the wake of unprecedented, multi-billion-dollar flooding events and the growing intensity and
frequency of rain episodes and storm events and rising king tides, it is imprudent to further exacerbate risks in
the Little Campbell River watershed by removing forest and permeable surface area, increasing surface run-off
and flood risk downstream, notably Semiahmoo First Nation community. (See Semiahmoo First Nation Flood
Risk, above.).
Regional and Provincial Implications
The removal of South Campbell Heights from its Rural designation and expanding the urban containment
boundary will add another large driver of growth in transportation and terrestrial carbon to the region, further
frustrating Metro Vancouver’s efforts to accept its responsibility for meaningful action on climate change. It
will also undermine the Province’s ability to meet its climate commitments to reduce GHGs and manage the
growth in driving––i.e. cut vehicle km travelled 25% by 2030.
In sharp contrast to Goal #3 in the proposed RGS: “Protect the Environment and Respond to Climate Change
and Natural Hazards,” extensive forest removal and permeable surface area loss will increase vulnerability,
particularly to Semiahmoo First Nation community. This decision is also at odds with multiple principles in the
Clean Air Plan, e.g. “Preventative,” “Evidence-Based,” “Inclusive and Collaborative,” and “Comprehensive and
Integrated.” The absence of any analysis of the flood risks is a major oversight, with potentially costly
implications for every municipality in the region and the province.

Industrial & Employment Land Solutions
Industrial and employment land is critical for regional prosperity. The most acute constraints on industrial
development potential, however, are not restrictions on the development of farmland and ecologically
significant land. It is the displacement of industrial land for residential development and the low intensity of
use on large portions of existing industrial and employment land. Given plummeting occupancies in most
single-family neighbourhoods, there are strategic opportunities in this extensive fabric across this region.
Around the world and across North America, cities are building multi-storey industrial and employment land,
including cities with lower land values. If this region truly aspires to be world class, it must act world class. (See
Cities are Growing Up, below.)
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Low and mid-rise industrial buildings are not new to the region. Over a half century ago, mid-rise industrial
buildings were quite common. Metro Vancouver can and should go back to the future!
Options for industrial and employment land
development:
Þ Eliminate height restrictions in all existing
industrial land and strongly incentivize greater
intensities.
Þ Prohibit new construction on industrial and
employment land three stories or under and
provide attractive density bonussing to go
higher.
Þ Phase out incursions into industrial land from
residential development unless exchanged
hectare for hectare for equivalently useful land.
Þ Phase out incursions of industrial land into
agricultural land and natural areas unless
exchanged, hectare for hectare, for equivalently
valuable agricultural and natural area land.
Þ Exclude all non-industrial and employeeintensive uses on industrial and employment
land unless exceptionally served by transit or
locationally essential to the functioning of
industrial activity, based on defensible criteria.
Þ Enable industrial and employment uses in mixed
use zones proximate to strategic amenities,
notably transportation infrastructure.
Þ Enable the redesignation of underutilized
residential lands in strategic areas for industrial
and employment uses.

Metro Vancouver
Multi Storey Industrial Buildings

Vancouver (BC Sugar Refinery)1940s

Surrey (Cloverdale) 1950s
Rather than facilitating inefficient development that is driving
economically, socially and ecologically costly long-term
problems, Metro Vancouver municipalities should revive
traditions for intensive employment and industrial land use.

There is big untapped potential for Surrey and other
municipalities in the region to seize on these industrial
and employment land development solutions. The short-term economic implications of the supply shortage
are the result of cumulative and iterative constraints. The long-term economic, social and ecological
implications of using scarce agricultural and ecologically sensitive land are far too high a price.
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Cities are Growing Up
Multi-Storey Warehouses on US West and East Coasts, Europe and Asia

Georgetown Crossroads: 3 storey 600,000 square feet (Seattle)

San Francisco Gateway: three-storey 1.75 million square feet

Bronx Logistics Center: 4 storey 1.24 M square feet (NY)

ATL Logistics: 11 storey 6 M square feet (Hong Kong)

G Park London Docklands: 3 storey 426,000 square feet (UK)
These infill developments use ramps to access loading docks on upper storeys. Many have forklift-accessible freight elevators.
Locations minimize freight and employee carbon and congestion. They are all transit and bike accessible. Can Greater Vancouver
grow up, too? Yes! It can, in fact, build on these solutions to make them even better.
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